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What do you get when you mixÃ‚Â Firefly,Ã‚Â Mass Effect, andÃ‚Â ShadowrunÃ‚Â together?You

get Star Justice. The latest action packed series from New York Times and USA Today bestseller

Michael-Scott Earle.***Adam, Eve, and Z have successfully escaped the grasp of the Elaka Nota

Corporation. Their plan was simple: arrive at the trading outpost on Gliese 876 - C&apos;s moon,

look for honest work, and buy supplies for their strange new starship.But the team soon finds

themselves fighting for the freedom of an entire planet, and the weretiger space marine, powerful

vampire, and snarky hacker will have to use all their abilities to survive.
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I enjoyed reading this book. Adam is a very strong person who has been through a lot since the first

book. All three of the main characters are heroic in their need to help others. The action and drama

are kick pass. I can't wait to read the next one. Just as good as the first one. Great series.

I like the characters and the developing plot in the first two books of this series. I'm giving only a



three-star "It's okay" rating, however, because I find the voices of Adam and Eve more than a little

stilted and not lifelike. Z, on the other hand, does speak much more naturally and so is much more

enjoyable. I could excuse Adam and Eve's speaking style as them being people who've been put

through a tremendous amount of torture, or that they come from very different cultures, I

suppose.The main reason for the "merely okay" rating is the constant barrage of gore and guts.

Seriously, Michael-Scott, I get it, Adam is a killing machine and his shotgun wreaks havoc on all

who oppose him, but I could do with less detail on the demise of his enemies. Exploding heads and

vaporizing limbs get old after the third or fourth fight. Also, Adam's ability to recover from pretty

much anything that happens to him is getting close to the point of being unbelievable.I do think the

basic premise is good and I am curious to see how things go, but I'll be taking a break rather than

powering through the remaining two books.

My only real recommendation is that these books be read in order. Outside of that, Star Justice is

space opera at its best, at least in this 65-year-old grandmother's opinion. The stories are well

written with very entertaining primary characters. I see that Book No. Four just came out, so excuse

me while I zip off to read Book Three.I hope you enjoy.

The sequel pick up where the first one left off and then some! Talk about being able to transition

fluidly and not skip a beat, because that is exactly what happened here. Not only do you start to see

more character development but you start to question the reasoning behind the way these

characters interact and how their relationships will enfold. Definitely an in depth novel, packed with

plenty of violence and action. Can not wait till the release of book 3!

Interesting space opera concept: a weretiger, a witch-vampire & a hacker. Lots of action, potential

romantic & a big enemy. I can't wait to read the next book!!! Please hurry & write it.

I could blather on about excellent character development and reader friendly storyline etc' etc' but I

won't. Buy the book and have a thoroughly enjoyable read. This is the second in the series about a

Were-tiger and Vampire in space how can you resist that. :)

I had a problem with this book. It sounded interesting and started out well but it lost me somewhere

in the first 3rd of the book and just never regained my attention to really enjoy it. Very interesting

idea.



Great book exciting and fun. great characters, great storyline, lots of action and adventure and

laughs. Can't wait for the next book keep writing thanks Michael!
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